
SCHOOL ANNUAL REPORT 

There is always a podium laid for every individual to Dream! To 
Desire! To Determine! To Decide their Destiny! Vivekanand Public 
School is one of the best in discovering every approach as flair to 
bloom into vibrant colour. 

VPS recognises and nurtures the uniqueness of each child and is 

determined to provide positive catalytic impulses to every child to 

stretch his inherent potential through a self-discovery process. We 

are one among the top most schools of East Delhi. Time to time our 

children bring laurels to school in all spheres be it scholastic, co 

scholastic or co-curricular. 

Our students always bring excellent CBSE result, I feel honoured to 

mention here that in academic session 2021-22 we had 100% result 

in both X &XII classes with the highest percentage of 97.5 in class XII 

and 96.8 in class X. 

 

We at VPS has a wonderful infrastructure like air conditioned, air 

purified Pre-Primary wing, digital classrooms, play area, aesthetically 

designed classrooms, well equipped science and computer labs, well 

stocked library and many more which make us stand apart from 

others. 

 

 Innovation is the change that unlocks new value that leads to 

betterment and success. 

The School continues to strive towards Innovation and the latest 

practices in the field of Pedagogy are being continuously 

incorporated. Time to time in house trainings and out of the school 



trainings are arranged for the Continuous Professional Development 

of the teachers. 

The School has a tie up with the Lead Curriculum which promises the 

holistic development of the students. Apart from the academics the 

lead curriculum provides ample opportunities to the students to 

enhance their confidence level, Public Speaking skills and of course 

helps in shedding stage fear as it is laced with  a provision of 

conducting SLC which means Student Led Conference on quarterly 

basis. 

Competitions and academic activities that go beyond the text books 

and the classrooms encourage and foster a healthy and competitive 

spirit and effective communication skills in the students. Here in VPS, 

the various activities are conducted at classroom level, school level,  

inter-house level and inter- school level too.  To foster national 

integration, international understanding, religious and cultural 

awareness and tolerance, various national, religious and cultural 

festivals and occasions were celebrated with due pomp and 

grandeur. A fiesta of two days of Inter school Competitions 

RENAISSANCE… is being conducted successfully since 2015. Our 

students also participate in CBSE competitions, Zonal Competitions, 

Olympiads and many more. 

Vision can never be termed into reality without tireless efforts, 

cooperation and support. I feel really blessed that we are team of 

supportive Management, dedicated teaching faculty, innovative 

students and cooperative parents’ fraternity. To conclude, I would 

like to emphasis that we will continue our challenging journey 

towards excellence in education and service to the society.  

 


